
Lateral Flow Assay Model 

Design of a Lateral Flow Assay 
The parameters that need to be determined in designing a Lateral Flow Assay (LFA) are: the 
detector concentration, the receptor concentration, and the test line position. To aid our wetlab 
team in these decisions, our modeling team created a model that would help us understand how 
each parameter affects the signal at the test line. This model helps us optimize the design 
computationally rather than through trial and error as traditionally done in LFA development, 
reducing expense and labor spent on the development. This model was adapted from the model 
created by Liu et al (2017). We solved the same sets of equations using a less complicated 
method. While Liu et al considered the possibility of multiple analytes being captured by one 
detector, our model assumes that only one analyte can be captured by one detector for 
computational efficiency. 

A Lateral Flow Assay Model 

Mathematical LFA Model 

Assumptions 
1. Analytes and detectors do not react before entering the test line. 
2. Kinetic rate constants are constant with concentration, and are not altered by binding. 
3. Analytes, detectors, and receptors are dissolved in a well-mixed solution where the 

sample has wetted the test strip. 
4. Analyte and detector adsorption into nitrocellulose membrane pores is negligible, such 

that there is no loss of analytes and detectors. 
5. Detector and analyte-detector complex have the same diffusivity as that of the gold 

nanoparticle. 

Glossary 

Variable Definition Units 

A  Free analyte concentration Mn  

Ao  Initial analyte concentration in sample 

P  Free detector concentration 



P o  Initial free detector concentration 

R  Free receptor concentration 

Ro  Initial free receptor concentration 

DA  Analyte diffusivity m /sm 2  

DP  Detector diffusivity 

U  Flow rate m/sm  

L  Length of test strip mm  

x  Position on test strip 

t  Time since sample entered the test line s  

Ka1  Detector-analyte association constant M sn −1 −1  

Kd1  Detector-analyte dissociation constant s−1  

Ka2  Receptor-analyte association constant M sn −1 −1  

Kd2  Receptor-analyte dissociation constant s−1  

Equations 
The reactions happening on the test strip are: 

 (1) 
The analyte A binds to the detector P to create the analyte-detector complex PA. 

 (2) 
The analyte A binds to the receptor R to create the analyte-receptor complex RA. 

 (3) 
The detector P binds to the analyte-receptor complex RA to create the signal complex RPA. 

 (4) 
The receptor R binds to the analyte-detector complex PA to create the signal complex RPA. 
 
Assumptions 2-3 allow us to use mass action kinetics to find the rates of formation of these 
reactions. Each rate of formation is the rate at which a complex is created by association of the 
molecules on the left hand side, minus the rate of disappearance by dissociation of the complex 
on the right hand side. 

 (Eq. 1)[A][P ] K [PA]F PA = Ka1 −  d1  

https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=A%20%2B%20P%20%5Cxrightarrow%5BK_%7Bd1%7D%5D%20%7BK_%7Ba1%7D%7D%20PA#0
https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=A%20%2B%20R%20%5Cxrightarrow%5BK_%7Bd2%7D%5D%20%7BK_%7Ba2%7D%7D%20RA#0
https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=P%20%2B%20RA%20%5Cxrightarrow%5BK_%7Bd1%7D%5D%20%7BK_%7Ba1%7D%7D%20RPA#0
https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=PA%20%2B%20R%20%5Cxrightarrow%5BK_%7Bd2%7D%5D%20%7BK_%7Ba2%7D%7D%20RPA#0


Equation 1 describes the rate of formation of the analyte-detector complex PA by reaction 1.  
 (Eq. 2)[A][R] K [RA] [A][R A PA] K [RA]F RA = Ka2 −  d2 = Ka2 o − R − R −  d2  

Equation 2 describes the rate of formation of the analyte-receptor complex RA by reaction 2. 
The free receptor concentration R is the initial receptor concentration Ro minus the 
concentration of receptors that have formed complex RA or RPA. 

 (Eq. 3)[P ][RA] K [RPA]F RPA1
= Ka1 −  d1  

Equation 3 describes the rate of formation of the signal complex RPA by reaction 3. 
 (Eq. 4)[PA][R] K [RPA] [PA][R A PA] K [RPA]F RPA2

= Ka2 −  d2 = Ka2 o − R − R −  d2  
Equation 4 describes the rate of formation of the signal complex RPA by reaction 4. 
 
The movement of A, P, and PA can be described by the advection-diffusion equation (R, RA, 
and RPA are immobilized, and therefore no movement is included in their equations). For 
example: 

 
The flow rate, decreases along the test strip according to the function , where c is a,U  (x)U = x

c  
constant characteristic of the nitrocellulose membrane (Berli & Kler 2016). The second-order 
term describes diffusion, while the first order term describes advection (movementDA ∂x2

∂ A2
U ∂x

∂A  
by liquid flow). 
 
Assumptions 3-4 allow us to the combine the rates of formation with the advection-diffusion 
equations to describe the molecules on the LFA as follows: 

 
The concentration of analyte A is governed by its diffusion and advection on the test strip, and 
the rate at which it disappears to become the complex PA and RA in reaction 1 and 2. 

 
The concentration of analyte A is governed by its diffusion and advection on the test strip, and 
the rate at which it disappears to become the complex PA and RPA in reaction 1 and 3. 

 
The concentration of analyte-detector complex PA is governed by its diffusion and advection on 
the test strip, and the rate at which it is formed in reaction 1 and disappears to become the 
complex RPA in reaction 3. 

 
The concentration of analyte-receptor complex RA is governed by the rate at which it is formed 
in reaction 2 and disappears to become the complex RPA in reaction 4. There is no diffusion 
and advection component because the receptor R is immobilized. 

https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20A%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20t%7D%20%3D%20D_A%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%5E2%20A%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20x%5E2%7D%20-%20U%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20A%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20x%7D#0
https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20A%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20t%7D%20%3D%20D_A%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%5E2%20A%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20x%5E2%7D%20-%20%5Cfrac%7Bc%7D%7Bx%7D%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20A%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20x%7D%20-%20F_%7BPA%7D%20-%20F_%7BRA%7D#0
https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20P%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20t%7D%20%3D%20D_P%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%5E2%20P%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20x%5E2%7D%20-%20%5Cfrac%7Bc%7D%7Bx%7D%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20P%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20x%7D%20-%20F_%7BPA%7D%20-%20F_%7BRPA_1%7D#0
https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20PA%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20t%7D%20%3D%20D_P%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%5E2%20PA%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20x%5E2%7D%20-%20%5Cfrac%7Bc%7D%7Bx%7D%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20PA%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20x%7D%20%2B%20F_%7BPA%7D%20-%20F_%7BRPA_2%7D#0
https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20RA%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20t%7D%20%3D%20F_%7BRA%7D%20-%20F_%7BRPA_1%7D#0


 
The concentration of signal complex RPA is governed by the rate at which it is formed in 
reaction 3 and 4. 
 
Initial conditions: At , .t = 0 A] , P ] , PA] , RA] , RPA][ = 0 [ = 0 [ = 0 [ = 0 [ = 0  
Boundary conditions:  
At , .x = 0 A] , P ] , PA] , RA] , RPA][ = Ao [ = P o [ = 0 [ = 0 [ = 0  

At , .x = L  

Numerical Solution 
To estimate the effects of test line position and antibody concentrations on the signal strength, 
we need to first solve the system of partial differential equations (PDE) above. At first, we tried 
to solve the system with the MATLAB pdepe function. The solution was unstable, with spurious 
oscillations (Figure 1). This is because the pdepe function is designed for second order PDEs. 
While our system is second order, the second order coefficient and is much smaller thanDA DP  
the first order coefficient ( vs ). The dominant first order term very easily leadsU 0 01 −4 − 1 −6 .20  
to instability in many numerical methods of solving PDEs. 
 

 

https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20RPA%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20t%7D%20%3D%20F_%7BRPA_1%7D%20%2B%20F_%7BRPA_2%7D#0
https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20A%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20x%7D%20%3D%200%2C%20%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20P%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20x%7D%20%3D%200%2C%20%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20PA%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20x%7D%20%3D%200%2C%20%5BRA%5D%20%3D%200%2C%20%5BRPA%5D%20%3D%200#0


Figure 1: Solution by MATLAB function pdepe is unstable. 
 
We learned from literature that first-order dominant PDEs can be solved stably by central 
upwind discretization (Linge & Langtangen 2017). In this discretization scheme, the length of the 
test strip is treated as discrete points apart (Figure 2). The equationx (mm)Δ   

  
can then be converted into a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE) 

 
where is  at grid point , corresponding to . The system of ODEs was solved withAj A][ j Δxxj = j  
the MATLAB function ode15s. Here is the MATLAB script. 

 
Figure 2: Discretization along x. 

Model Results 
The LFA model allows us to define the LFA design via the analyte and antibody concentrations 
and diffusivities, the kinetic constants, the test line position, and the assay run time. The model 
outputs the concentrations A, P, PA, RA, and RPA along the test strip over a defined run time 
(Figure 3).  
 
The model shows that analyte concentration  starts at at , then dropsA][ .01 nMAo = 0  mmx = 0  
as analytes react with detectors and detector-analyte complex increases. Notice how thePA][  
detector-analyte concentration reaches a maximum at the same concentration as . BothPA][ Ao  
analyte and detector-analyte concentrations drop as they react with test line receptors.A][ PA][  
The receptor-analyte-detector complex at the test line  increases as moreRPA][ 5 mmx = 1  
sample runs through the test line. 

https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20A%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20t%7D%20%3D%20D_A%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%5E2%20A%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20x%5E2%7D%20-%20%5Cfrac%7Bc%7D%7Bx%7D%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20A%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20x%7D%20-%20F_%7BPA%7D%20-%20F_%7BRA%7D#0
https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%5Cfrac%7BdA_j%7D%7Bdt%7D%20%3D%20D_A%5Cfrac%7BA_%7Bj%2B1%7D%20%2B%20A_%7Bj-1%7D%20-%202A_j%7D%7B(%5CDelta%20x)%5E2%7D%20-%20%5Cfrac%7Bc%7D%7Bx_j%7D%5Cfrac%7BA_j%20-%20A_%7Bj-1%7D%7D%7B2%5CDelta%20x%7D%20-%20F_%7BPAj%7D%20-%20F_%7BRAj%7D#0
https://github.com/iGEMUoR/Rochester/blob/65dea415e4c237ea5424a5f0fcefb845c3ee909a/Rochester_LFA_Model.m


 
Figure 3: Analyte (solid blue line), detector-analyte complex (dotted blue line), and 
receptor-analyte-detector complex (orange line) concentrations from an initial LFA design.  

Lateral Flow Assay Design 
We used the LFA model to guide wet lab design of an assay detecting the biomarker IL-6. We 
used this model to determine which test line position, detector concentration, and receptor 
concentration would give us the strongest signal. This procedure was repeated to design the 
assays for other biomarkers: CA125, IGF-1, IL-1B, and TNF⍺. 

Input Parameters 
Below are the design constraints we received from the wet lab team. 

Fixed Parameter Notation Value Units Citation 

Initial analyte concentration Ao  01 −7  Mn  Bedaiwy et 
al (2002) 

Analyte diffusivity DA  01 −4  m /sm 2  Liu et al 
(2017) 

Detector diffusivity DP  01 −6  



Flow rate U  801  /4 cms  Hi-Flow 
Plus 
HF180 

Length of test strip L  001  mm   

Detector-analyte association constant Ka1  .35 07 * 1 −4  M sn −1 −1  FDA 
(2013) 

Receptor-analyte association constant Ka2  

Detector-analyte dissociation constant Kd1  .7 05 * 1 −5  s−1  

Receptor-analyte dissociation constant Kd2  

 

Variable Parameter Notation Range of Interest 

Test line position x  0 0 mm2 − 7  

Initial detector concentration P o  0 nM≤ 1  

Initial receptor concentration Ro  0 nM≤ 1  

Assay run time t  0 min≤ 2  

Receptor Concentration 
To investigate the effect of receptor concentration, on the intensity of the test line signal, weRo,  
looked at the signal of an LFA with test line position , detector concentration0 mmx = 7  

, and run time  (these are arbitrary values chosen simply as constants to nMP o = 5 0 mint = 2  
investigate the effect of ). We found that test line signal increases proportionally with Ro Ro  
(Figure 6), likely because higher receptor concentrations allow for more analyte capture. This 
relationship holds true when tested with any test line positions from 20-70 mm and any detector 
concentrations from 1-10 nM (not plotted). Therefore, we suggest using the maximum receptor 
concentration we can afford, which is 10 nM. 
 
Recommended receptor concentration: .0 nM1  



 
Figure 6: Test line signal increases with receptor concentrations. Other parameters are set at 
test line position , detector concentration , and sample volume/run time0 mmx = 7  nMP o = 5  

.0 mint = 2  

Detector Concentration 
To investigate the effect of detector concentration, on the intensity of the test line signal, weP o,  
looked at the signal of an LFA with test line position , receptor concentration0 mmx = 7  

, and run time  (these are arbitrary values chosen simply as the background nMRo = 5 0 mint = 2  
to investigate the effect of ). Our models show that the test line signal increases with untilP o P o  
it plateaus at ~  (Figure 4a)..45 0 nM4 * 1 −8   
 
Figure 4: (a) LFA signal with different detector concentrations. The signal increases rapidly with 
increasing at first but starts to level off after .(b) Concentration of detector-analyteP o  nMP o = 5  
complex along the test strip at different detector concentrations. The test line is at 70 mm 
(dashed line). (c) LFA signal increases with increasing detector-analyte complex concentration 
at test line. 
 
 





 
 
To investigate why the signal levels off at higher initial detector concentration , we plotted theP o  
concentrations of every molecule on the test strip with different  and found that the differenceP o  
in signal strength comes from the detector-analyte concentration entering the test linePA][  
(Figure 4c). You may recall from previous sections that is limited by the analytePA][  
concentration (Figure 1). Increasing makes reach its maximum value Ao P o PA][ PA][ max = Ao  
faster, but does not change this maximum value (Figure 4b). At low , has not yetP o PA][  
reached at the test line, and increasing increases the entering the test line.PA][ max P o PA][  
However, at higher where reaches before the test line, increasing does notP o PA][ PA][ max P o  
have this effect. 
 
We want to choose the lowest such that comes close to at the test line.P o PA][ PA][ max  
Therefore, the choice of depends on the choice of test line position. In the following section,P o  
we describe how  and other factors influenced our choice of test line position.P o  

Test Line Position 
To investigate the effect of test line position on the intensity of the test line signal, we looked x  
at the signal strength of an LFA with detector concentration (such a high forces0  nMP o = 1 4 P o  

to plateau very soon on the test strip, and the effect of on the signal is isolated from thatPA][  x  



of ), receptor concentration , and either sample volume of  or run timeP o  nMRo = 5 .5 μL1  
. The test line signal increases linearly with  for fixed sample volume (Figure 5a)0 mint = 2 x  

because slower flow rates at farther test lines allow for better receptor-analyte binding. 
However, for a fixed run time, the signal decreases with  (Figure 5b) because closer test linesx  
can analyze more sample volume over the same duration.  
 
The run time restriction is more stringent than sample volume restriction because our goal is to 
create a rapid diagnostic and an LFA test uses a small amount of sample for considerably long 
run time. Therefore, placing the test line closer to the sample outlet seems a better choice. 
However, with , we cannot have saturation before  (Figure 4b).0 nMP o ≤ 1 PA][ 0 mm7  
However, with the test line closer to the beginning of the test strip, the signal may be weaker 
because of low entering the test line, as described in the previous section. To find thePA][  
optimal combination of  and , we plotted the signal at different test line positions for varyingx P o  
detector concentrations (Figure 5c). Even with the effect of the signal at is still theP o 0 mm2  
strongest. 
 
With test line position , the signal still plateaus at higher (Figure 5d). The0 mmx = 2 P o  
maximum possible signal at , with receptor concentration , and run time0 mm2  nMRo = 5  

 is (not graphed). After the signal reaches 80% of its maximum value at0 mint = 2 .9 0 nM3 * 1 −7  
, a two-fold increase in would give up to a mere 10% increase in signal. Thus, nMP o = 6 P o  

there is little point to using more than of detectors. nM6  
 
Recommended test line position: .0 mm2  
Recommended detector concentration: . nM5 − 6  
 
Figure 5: (a) Signal strength at different test line positions, with  sample volume. (b).5 μL1  
Signal strength at different test line positions, after 20 minute run time. (c) Signal strength at 
different test line positions with varying detector concentrations, after 20 minute run time. (d) 
Signal strength at test line position with varying detector concentrations, after 200 mmx = 2  
minute run time. 





 



Final Design and Implications 
The model shows that the optimal LFA design for IL-6 and other biomarkers to be as follows. 
 

Parameter Notation Value 

Test line position x  0 mm2  

Initial detector concentration P o   nM6  

Initial receptor concentration Ro  0 nM1  

 
Since the gold nanoparticle concentration  at the test line after 20 minutes, using theRPA][  
parameters above, is  (Figure 7), that is the minimum detection limit of the sensor.4 0  nM6 * 1 −7  
that the hardware team must develop. 
 

 
Figure 7: Analyte, detector-analyte complex, and receptor-analyte-detector complex 
concentrations on final LFA design for IL-6. 



Experimental Data Incorporation 

Flow Rate 
We built a Lateral Flow Assay (LFA) Model to find the optimal design for our endometriosis test 
strip. Recall that the behaviors a reagent A on the LFA can be described by the equation: 

 
where is the diffusion coefficient, is the flow rate, and is the rate of formation derivedDA U F A  
from the reactions involving A on the LFA.  
 
Our model used the manufacturer-specified flow rate of 180 seconds/4 cm, following the pattern 

 (Eq. 1) 
where U(x) is the flow rate at position x along the test strip, and c is a constant characteristic of 
the nitrocellulose membrane of the test strip (Berli & Kler 2016). 
 

 
Figure 8: The distance that the sample has traveled on the test strip over time. To show the 
fourth-power relationship between distance traveled and time,the distance to the fourth power in 

is plotted on the y-axis. We fitted a linear regression (dotted line) to measurementsmm 4  
generated by wet lab (dots) to generate the equation shown. 

https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20A%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20t%7D%20%3D%20D_A%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%5E2%20A%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20x%5E2%7D%20-%20U%5Cfrac%7B%5Cpartial%20A%7D%7B%5Cpartial%20x%7D%20%2B%20F_%7BA%7D#0
https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=U(x)%20%3D%20%5Cfrac%7Bdx%7D%7Bdt%7D%20%3D%20%5Cfrac%7Bc%7D%7Bx%7D%20%3D%20%5Cfrac%7B4.44%7D%7Bx%7D#0


 
Our wet lab team has measured the experimental flow rate of our test strip (Figure 8). The 
experimental protocol can be found on the wet lab design page. Fitting a linear regression to 
wet lab measurements, we found that the flow rate of our test strip can be described by the 
equation 

 (Eq. 2) 
Therefore, we revised our model to use the flow rate specified by Eq. 2 instead of Eq. 1. With 
this new flow rate, the signal is still strongest at 20 mm (Figure 9a). The maximum signal 
strength after 20 minute run time is 8 nM (not plotted), but the signal reaches 80% of its 
maximum value at 6.4 nM with a detector antibody concentration of 6 nM (Figure 9b). 
 
Incorporation of flow rate measurements did not change the LFA design recommended by the 
model, that is: test line position 20 mm, detector concentration 6 nM, receptor concentration 10 
nM. The recommended detection limit of the LFA sensor that our hardware team must develop 
is equal to the signal strength after 20 minute run time, which is 6.4 nM of gold nanoparticles. 
 

 

https://2020.igem.org/Team:Rochester/Design
https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=x%5E4%20%3D%2021311t%20-%2069505%20%5Crightarrow%20U(x)%20%3D%20%5Cfrac%7Bdx%7D%7Bdt%7D%20%3D%20%5Cfrac%7B5327.75%7D%7Bx%5E3%7D#0


 
Figure 9: (a) Signal strength at different test line positions with varying different detector 
concentrations. (b) Signal strength at test line position with varying detector0 mmx = 2  
concentrations. The signal reaches 80% of its maximum value at 6.4 nM with 6 nM detector 
concentration (red dashed line). 

Kinetic Constants 
The antibody association and dissociation constants found in the literature were measured with 
surface plasmon resonance (SPR), which fails to simulate the dynamic environment of a lateral 
flow assay (Hsieh et al, 2017). Therefore, the results from the LFA model that used kinetic 
constants from the literature are likely to differ from wet lab observations. In order to find the true 
kinetic constants for our assay, we created an algorithm to fit experimentally measured assay 
outputs to our model predictions. We would run our sample through the LFA and measure the 
test line signal strength every minute for 20 minutes. Our algorithm finds the kinetic constants 
that minimize the difference between model predictions and measurements. Below is a brief 
description of our algorithm. 
 
For every time point i, the difference between the predicted and measured test line signal is 

 

https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=E_i%20%3D%20%5Cfrac%7BS_%7Bexperiment%2C%20i%7D%20-%20S_%7Bmodel%2C%20i%7D%7D%7BS_%7Bmodel%2C%20i%7D%7D#0


where and  are the measured signal and predicted signal at time point i,Sexperiment, i Smodel, i  
respectively. We then used the MATLAB function fminsearch to find the association and 
dissociation constants that minimized the sum of E over all time points. 
 
We used simulations to test the performance of this fitting algorithm. Specifically, our LFA model 
allows us to specify the kinetic constants before calculating the test line signals. Therefore, we 
ran the LFA model with random values for the kinetic constants, and obtained the simulated 
signal strength at 20 time points. We added noise to this simulated signal using the following 
equation 

 
where and  are respectively the signal with noise and original signal at time pointSnoise, i Soriginal, i  
i, e is the ratio of noise to signal magnitude from 0 to 1, and rand is a random number between 
-1 and 1. We then used the fitting algorithm to find the kinetic constants from the simulated data 
with noise. The MATLAB script to run this test is found here. 
 
The error between the kinetic constants that we used to run the LFA model with to obtain 
simulation data, and the kinetic constants estimated by our fitting algorithm was 

 
where is the value we ran our LFA model with, and is the value estimated by ourKsimulated K f itted  
fitting algorithm. 
 

 
Figure 10: Percent error in prediction of association constants with 0% to 50% noise in data. 
 
The fitting algorithm predicted the association constants with only 15% error at up to 50% noise 
in data (Figure 10). Prediction of dissociation constants is less accurate with almost 100% error 
at 50% noise (Figure 11). We attributed the difficulty in finding dissociation constants from test 

https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=S_%7Bnoise%2Ci%7D%20%3D%20S_%7Boriginal%2Ci%7D%20%2B%20e*S_%7Boriginal%2Ci%7D*rand#0
https://github.com/iGEMUoR/Rochester/blob/65dea415e4c237ea5424a5f0fcefb845c3ee909a/Rochester_LFA_Model_DataFit.m
https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=Percent%20Error%20%3D%20%5Cfrac%7B%7CK_%7Bfitted%7D%20-%20K_%7Bsimulated%7D%7C%7D%7BK_%7Bsimulated%7D%7D%20*%20100%25#0


line signal to the fact that dissociation constants have negligible effect on the signal strength 
(Gasperino et al, 2018). Therefore, our LFA model would likely produce accurate signal strength 
predictions even with inexact dissociation constants. 
 
Although we did not obtain signal strength measurements to refine the model due to limited wet 
lab access during COVID-19, the fitting algorithm prepares us for future efforts in incorporating 
measurements to our LFA model. 
 

 
Figure 11: Percent error in prediction of dissociation constants with 0% to 50% noise in data. 
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